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Artist Information

Cadukeya (real name: Fatima Tajic) is a german solo artist, who is living in Aalborg,
Denmark. She is a singer, guitarist, and composer of catchy and soulful Dark Rock 
songs.

In the early 90ies Fatima started to write her own songs, that were inspired by the 
music of The Cure, which could reflect her mood perfectly. She found other 
inspirations in the early albums of Paradise Lost, Obituary, Tiamat, Anathema, The 
Gathering, Moonspell and Lacuna Coil.

Cadukeya´s songs can be described as melancholic, dark and emotional with 
elements of Heavy Metal and Goth Rock. The expression “Dark Rock” fits her music
well, though Fatima is not focused on a certain genre. Her songs have surprising 
elements and variate from cool metal riffs like "He who felt the moon" or "Distant 
Run" to acoustic sounds like "Remember" or "For the First and the Last", all 
steeped in headstrong melodies and a distinctive melancholic setting. 

Listening to the music of Cadukeya is like swimming inside her deep waters and get
hit by her high waves from time to time. You certainly have to open up for it, as it 
developes slowly until you will get hooked. 
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Releases

2014  Distant Run (album) 

Record Label: Cadukeya

Produced, recorded and mixed by Fatima Tajic. 

Digital available album on CD Baby, iTunes and other digital 
platforms.

Physical CD´s are planned. 

2013  He Who Felt The Moon (single) 

Record Label: Cadukeya Records

Produced, recorded and mixed by Fatima Tajic. 

Digital available album on CD Baby, iTunes and other digital 
platforms.

2011  For The First and the Last (single) 

Record Label: Cadukeya 

Produced, recorded and mixed by Fatima Tajic. 

Digital available album on CD Baby, iTunes and other digital 
platforms.

2011  Distant Run (demo)

4 – track demo version, produced, recorded and mixed  by 
Fatima Tajic. 
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Opinions

Hèctor Prat (Metaladies Webzine)
"Cadukeya born in 2005, developing a gothic ambiented style that mixes melancholy with

guitar riffs." 

Holger Warschkow (Dark Feather, Underground-Zine)
"Ihre Songs werden getragen von großen Gefühlen, die Melancholie und düsteren Rock

verbinden. Aber eigentlich ist diese Beschreibung zu banal, denn auf die Musik von
Cadukeya muss man sich ganz einlassen, um ihre volle Grösse zu erfassen." [sic] 

English translation: ´Her songs are carried by big emotions, that combine melancholy and
obscure rock music. But in effect, this description is too simple, because you have to

completely get into the music of Cadukeya, to gather her full dimension.´

What other musicians say
"Dig the ground is a fantastic song...all your songs are great....compliments!!!:-))))"

(Antonella Spera)

"Really cool songs-deep, dark, and soothing imagery!!!" (Dead End Lane)

"dig the darksound on dig the ground" (Airway)

"Great, edgy tunes here! Very powerful!" (Drew Allison)

"Very good your work, dear friend! 
Beautiful theme with good voice! 

Congratulations !" (Cyro Bittencourt) 

"Love the dark, mysterious nature of your music. My cup of tea!" (Prudencer)

"OUTSTANDING VOCALS, Music & Performance. Keep Making Music!!!!!!!!" (Robert Allen)

"Great Songs with a Great VOCAL!! 
We ROCKED ( : 

Salt & TGM" (Salt NZ)  

"I love your style, congratulations and I wish you success!" (Su Viturro) 

"Solid, SoliD Vocals" (KCutz)  

"Dig The Ground", very Progressive sound on this Page" (Gorgon)
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"Really "Dark"... so its brilliant .H.N.Y. , best wishes,Leon." (LeonB.)

"wicked layering of heavy, dense guitars with that sweet, soaring vocal style of yours
pushing through on "after stormy days"...raw, furious and ethereal music you make my

friend!" (MikeWhitePresents)

"Enjoying your music ! Awesome sound !" (Love And Voodoo) 

"Angels of Fear Loves your music !" (Angels Of Fear)  

"Listening to Dig the Ground love your voice!" (Joe Adrian Project)

"Enjoying your songs alot! Love the guitars sounds, great web schemes works, wonderful
lyrics & vocals. Bravo! All the best" (Fernando Garcin)

"Fantastic works. Magnificent vocals." (AITG/Agony In The Garden)

"DIG THE GROUND is awesome" (JMOYA)

"I just love your awesome songs and your strong, powerful and beautiful vocal. GOOD
LUCK!" (Keld Sand) 

CONTACT and LINKS

Contact Cadukeya for interviews, offers, 
requests or collaborations via:

E-mail: doc344@hotmail.de 

Phone: 0045-29906454  (Denmark)

Postal Address:
Cadukeya/Fatima Tajic
Læsøgade 20
9000 Aalborg
Danmark

Links:

www.cadukeya.com
www.reverbnation.com/cadukeya

mailto:doc344@hotmail.de
http://www.reverbnation.com/cadukeya
http://www.cadukeya.com/

